Parents' evenings are worthwhile – to this knowledge came the organizers as
well as the participant parents who had appeared in the 6/9/2010 in the rooms of
VHS (people high school) Bielefeld.
It was the second this kind which has organised the inc. YES in cooperation with
IfB (Initiative for employment)-OWL.
In this evening the parents could not complain of low input. Mr. Lippa (IfB-OWL)
as well as Mr. Brenecke (REGE – youth centre) got with their talks the persons
present a detailed overview about the educational system in Germany.
Many parents were also prepared with concrete questions which the advisers, on
account of the complexity of the educational system, with a lot of patience had to
handle with it.
Thus questions have appeared as for example:
 why learning-weak children are not promoted early individually
 why work preparatory measures do not take place for learning-weak
children earlier
 why the integration of immigrated children is promoted in the control
classes not enough
 why the parents of the immigrated youngsters who are not still of schoolage their children though any more vocational school-age, however
accompany individually better
 why the parents (low breadwinner) need one intensive and individual
tutoring for their children, does not support financially
 why êzîdîs pupils, while their school-friends(classmates) perceive their
religious lessons, not with positive aspects of the êzîdîs religion which they
contain many society-compliant values, trusted made
 which possibilities one has if one does not agree with the recommendation
of the school which is for the career of the child of essential meaning
These and farther questions found at the latest with the final discussion group
their answers.
The cooperation partners thank all participants and hope for your participation
also in the next event.
This will takes place: on Monday, to 10/11/2010
Subject: “no training place, what now?“
in the seminar space of public utilities Bielefeld (house of the technics)
Jahnplatz 5, 33602 Bielefeld
with the initiative for employment (IfB)- OWL and the agency for job
Bielefeld
from 18:00 o'clock to approx. 19:30 o'clock
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